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Abstract
Soon after parturition a lasting and mutual ewe–lamb bond is established. However, in an increasing
number of intensive sheep farms, lambs are separated from the dam at an early age. When artificial
rearing is applied lambs are often kept with mothers for 2 days to allow the ingestion of maternal
colostrum and then abruptly removed from their dams. Thus, lambs experience a marked emotional
stress represented by the loss of the most relevant social model at this early stage of their behavioural
development and a nutritional stress represented by the transition from maternal milk to a commercial
milk substitute. These animals when exposed to open field tests show reduced levels of vocalization,
are slower to initiate movements, spend less time in ambulatory behaviour and display an increased
cortisol response than non-separated animals. In addition, artificial rearing performed on lambs
from 2 days of age onward can cause decreased cellular and humoral immune responses. The main
oral abnormal behaviour performed by artificially reared lambs is represented by sucking the navel
or the scrotum of pen mates. This activity is evident from the initial days on reconstituted milk and
lasts until weaning from milk. Attempts have been made to reduce the detrimental effects of early
separation. Some of them mainly focus on the emotional aspects (it is recommended not to leave a lamb
alone for artificial rearing), others aim at reducing the nutritional impact of artificial rearing (milk
intake can be increased by offering a mix of ewe milk and a milk replacer during the first week and then
gradually moved to a diet based only on milk substitute which results in higher growth rates). As
compared with artificial rearing, early weaning performed at 3 months of age is associated with a later
disruption of the mother–young bond and the consequent direct replacement of maternal milk by solid
food. However, when they are given the chance, ewes and their lambs form long-term social
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associations which exceed the age of natural weaning, regarded as the end of the milk feeding period.
Early weaned lambs emit an increased number of high pitched bleats immediately after weaning than
before and this increment is still evident 2 days afterwards. Neither partial nor gradual separation from
mothers is able to reduce the stress associated with early weaning. In conclusion, premature separation
from mothers has clear and marked detrimental effects on various functions in lambs. For lambs
maternal deprivation seems to be worse at 2 days (artificial rearing) than at 3 months of age (early
weaning).
# 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Lamb; Artificial rearing; Weaning; Animal welfare; Behaviour

1. Introduction
In conventional dairy sheep production systems, lambs are suckled by their dams and either
weaned (replacements) or slaughtered at an age of about 45–50 days. However, in an increasing
number of specialised milk production farms, lambs are separated from the dam at an earlier age
(0–2 days) and fed a milk replacer in order to increase the amount of milk available for cheese
making. This technique is referred to as artificial rearing. Artificial rearing is also, albeit less
frequently, performed in meat production systems to improve the reproductive performance of
ewes, although in these systems weaning more often takes place at 3 months of age (early
weaning).
In the present review we describe the formation and resolution of the ewe–lamb bond under
natural conditions. Thereafter, we discuss the effects of premature dam–lamb separation,
performed through artificial rearing or early weaning on behavioural, endocrine and immune
responses of ewe and lamb. The techniques that may be used to mitigate the effects of a premature
separation of lambs from mothers are also discussed.
2. Ewe–lamb relationship
2.1. Formation and maintenance of ewe–lamb bond
In mammals, a fundamental function of mothers is nursing their offspring and promoting the
development of social behaviour. Soon after parturition a lasting and mutual ewe–lamb bond is
established. The onset of this strong relationship is allowed by two main mechanisms: the
maternal response of the ewe and the learning ability of the lamb. The maternal response is under
hormonal control as demonstrated by the fact that maternal responsiveness of ewes toward
newborn lambs follows the changes in blood estrogens with the highest percentage of animals
showing maternal behaviour at parturition, when the estrogens concentration is the highest
(Poindron and Le Neindre, 1980; Poindron and Lévy, 1990; Dwyer et al., 2004). Hormones also
induce a sensitive period in post parturient ewes during which mothers develop selectivity.
Further elements facilitating the onset of maternal behaviour in sheep are the vaginal stimulation
operated by the foetus at parturition (Keverne et al., 1982) and the presence of amniotic fluid on
the newborn lambs (Lévy et al., 1983). A marked responsiveness of ewes to newborn lambs can
be observed in the first 4 h after parturition. The response of the ewe to the neonates includes low
pitched bleating and vigorous licking which last about an hour and allow the mothers to learn how
to distinguish their own lambs from alien lambs, the latter being actively rejected by head butting
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(Alexander, 1988; Nowak et al., 1997). The maternal response tends to decline in the first 12 h
after parturition and this can be assumed as the limit of the sensitive period (Poindron and Le
Neindre, 1980; Lévy et al., 1991).
Most lambs are able to stand within 1–2 h (Arnold and Morgan, 1975; Slee and Springbett,
1986; Dwyer, 2003; Dwyer et al., 2005). Immediately after birth lambs are not able to distinguish
their own mothers from other ewes. However, the ability to discriminate alien ewes improves
with age. In sheep as in the other ungulates, the mother represents the most important stimulus
with which the newborn lamb interacts. This interaction stimulates the lamb learning ability and
the fact that the neonate is able to respond consistently to different anatomical regions of the ewe
indicates the occurrence of early postnatal learning (Vince, 1993). As a consequence, lambs
become able to distinguish their mothers from alien females within few hours after birth (Nowak
and Lindsay, 1990). In particular, Nowak et al. (1990) observed that lambs are generally attracted
by ewes within 18 h after birth, although a preference for their mothers is already evident at about
12 h of age (Val-Laillet and Nowak, 2006). At 3 weeks of age recognition is mainly based on ewe
appearance (Alexander and Shillito Walser, 1978), although they can rely on other senses (i.e.
hearing) to localise their mothers (Shillito, 1975).
Learning ability of newborn mammals in relation to mother recognition has been associated
with rewards provided by parental care (Brake, 1981). The association of maternal cues with
rewards deriving from the dam provides the basis for an early bond. In rats, tactile stimuli induce
the development of the mother–young relationship (Alberts and May, 1984) and seem to inhibit
most of the brain related changes occurring after maternal deprivation, as passive contacts
suppress the response to stress (Levine, 2001). In new born lambs, attachment to the mothers
seems to be feeding-mediated. Tactile stimulation provided by ewe licking seems not to be
important (Goursaud and Nowak, 1999), whereas suckling within 24 h after birth plays a central
role in the establishment of neonatal attachment to mothers (Vince et al., 1985; Nowak et al.,
1997).
In particular, Nowak et al. (1997) observed that sucking has strong rewarding properties and
plays a central role in the establishment of lamb preference towards their mothers, although
once established, the maintenance of this social relationship is less dependent on food supply.
These authors prevented lambs from reaching the udder of the mother at different times after
birth. At 48 h of life, they assessed the ability of the lambs to distinguish their mothers from
alien ewes using a two-choice test. If sucking was prevented during the first 6 h of life, lambs
were not able to discriminate among the ewes, whereas if sucking deprivation was imposed to
the lambs later in life (12–18 h postpartum) no effect on mother recognition was observed.
Goursaud and Nowak (1999) demonstrated that the presence of colostrum in the gastrointestinal
tract was as rewarding as a complete and successful sucking event in orienting lamb preference
for the mother. Both milk ingestion and non-nutritive sucking induce the production of
endogenous cholecystokinin which mediates the onset of the lambs’ discriminative abilities
(Nowak et al., 2001).
Once formed, the mother–young bond induces the pair to stay in close contact and at 60 days
of age the average distance at pasture between ewes and lambs is about 5 m. At increasing age
distances tend to increase and double (about 10 m) at 110 days of age (Arnold and Grassia, 1985;
Bechet et al., 1989). This close relationship provides the lambs with the most important social
model, on which the young relies for many functions. For example, lambs learn from mothers
how to graze (Matthews and Kilgour, 1979) and which foods to eat or avoid (Thorhallsdottir
et al., 1990). In fact, the two partners achieve a high degree of synchronisation (Bechet et al.,
1989).
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2.2. Resolution of ewe–lamb bond
It seems that the ewe maintains a close distance early in the lamb’s life and thereafter the lamb
plays an increasing part in maintaining the mother lamb attachment (Lynch et al., 1992). Under
natural conditions milk provision is the main factor involved in the maintenance of a close
mother–young relationship and a decrease in milk supply induces an increase in the distance
between lamb and ewe, as the former will be engaged in an increasing grazing activity (Penning
and Gibb, 1979). Jensen and Recen (1989) suggested that the mother, by continuously
increasing the cost of suckling and decreasing the benefit, can gradually induce the young to stop
suckling and wean itself which will occur when the benefit of feeding will overcome that of
suckling. When the lambs grow older not only frequency (from 36 suckles per day at 1–2 weeks
of age to 14 suckles per day at 6–7 weeks of age) and duration (from 41 s per bout at 1–2 weeks of
age to 12 s per bout at 6–7 weeks of age) of suckling decline, but also the mother may become
antagonistic if the young approach to suckle (Gordon and Siegmann, 1991). This latter
behaviour can be interpreted within the context of the parental–offspring conflict theory,
according to which offspring expect to receive more care than the parent is willing to give
(Godfray, 1995). The changes in the digestive system which is almost completely developed by
8 weeks of age (Lyford, 1988), and in the lamb nutritional requirements can also play a role in the
weaning process (Pryce, 1992). The whole weaning process is deemed gradual and depending
on a number of factors (availability of solid food, breed, milk production, etc.), thus, a precise
time for natural weaning cannot be specified, although for Bighorn sheep Berger (1979)
indicates the age of about 120 days, depending on herbage availability which influences milk
production of mothers.
The duration and strength of the post-weaning relationship between ewe and lamb can be
affected by social (L’Heureux et al., 1995) as well as environmental factors (Lawrence, 1991;
Rowell, 1991). Lawrence (1990, 1991) did not observe strong post-weaning relationships in wild
and domestic ovids, whereas others showed that, when given the chance, ewes and their lambs
form long-term associations which exceed the age of natural weaning, regarded as the end of the
milk feeding period (Hinch et al., 1990; Rowell, 1991). Hinch et al. (1990) observed a general
increase in spatial distance between family members with increasing age which was interpreted
as indicative of a slow decline in association links, as they lasted more than 2.5 years. These
authors also observed that such relationships were mainly due to the lambs which were attracted
to their mothers. Therefore, along with Grubb and Jewell (1966), progressive natural weaning
involves little or no negative effects on social groups of sheep as in a natural social environment,
even when suckling is no longer performed, male lambs tend to remain integrated into the social
group of the mother at least until the onset of the subsequent sexual season, whereas females may
stay for much longer.
3. Effect of artificial rearing on lamb welfare
When artificial rearing is applied lambs are usually kept with mothers for 2 days to
allow the ingestion of maternal colostrum and then abruptly removed from their dams,
thus experiencing a marked emotional stress represented by the loss of the most relevant
social model at this early stage of their behavioural development and a nutritional
stress represented by the transition from maternal milk from the udder to a commercial
milk substitute (24% crude protein, 25% fat on DM basis) from bucket (Napolitano et al.,
1995).
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3.1. Oral behaviour
In order to ensure an adequate level of welfare, animals should be allowed to perform their
natural behavioural patterns (Farm Animal Welfare Council, 1993). When artificial rearing is
performed, lambs cannot express their normal behaviour. As a consequence, they may express
appetitive or consummatory behaviours directed towards inappropriate objects. In particular,
Stephens and Baldwin (1971) observed that the main oral abnormal behaviour performed by
artificially reared lambs was represented by sucking the navel or the scrotum of pen mates.
This activity is evident from the initial days on reconstituted milk and lasts until weaning. As
this non-nutritive sucking is usually performed while the other lambs feed, the subject being
sucked may be disturbed in milk ingestion, while the animal performing the abnormal
behaviour may ingest reduced amounts of food. In addition, non-nutritive sucking may induce
increased levels of navel infections in subjects being sucked. In lambs this behaviour is
performed even when the normal functional consequences of suckling have been already
achieved, as in other young ruminants prematurely separated from their mothers (De Pasillé
et al., 1992), thus indicating that the rewarding properties of sucking may be at least partially
independent of the nutritive function. Toates and Jensen (1991) suggested that the performance
of a behaviour itself can inhibit the motivation inducing that particular behaviour. At least in
calves, non-nutritive sucking can contribute to satiety, thus reducing sucking motivation,
although it does not involve food ingestion (De Pasillé et al., 1993). Increased postprandial
levels of insulin and cholecystokinin were observed by De Pasillé et al. (1993) when calves
were allowed to suck a dummy teat after the meal. These authors concluded that non-nutritive
sucking can affect digestive hormone secretion, thus, deprivation of normal sucking can have
detrimental effects on young ruminant welfare. In lambs, artificial rearing can induce a higher
sucking activity (suckling + nibbling) than ewe rearing (Napolitano et al., 2002a). The authors
suggest that this result may be attributed to the frustration caused by natural suckling
deprivation.
3.2. Open field testing
Aversive events occurring during early life can alter animal’s ability to cope with subsequent
stressful circumstances. Open field testing has been widely used to assess the emotional stress
induced by removal from home pens, isolation, exposure to a novel environment and handling.
Such studies reported that early separation from the dam can have a marked effect on lamb
behavioural response to this procedure (Napolitano et al., 1995, 2002a; Sevi et al., 1999, 2003).
In particular, lambs reared without mothers show reduced levels of vocalization, are slower to
initiate movements and spend less time in ambulatory behaviour than ewe-reared animals when
exposed to open field tests. The higher activity observed in mothered lambs may be interpreted in
terms of stronger motivation in contacting the dam.
A time-dependent behavioural response to isolation has been found by numerous authors
which is independent from experimental treatments: at increasing age a corresponding
reduction in latency to move and number of bleats have been observed, whereas duration of
movement increases (Moberg et al., 1980; Sevi et al., 1999; Napolitano et al., 2003). These
authors repeated the exposure of animals to the novel environment one to several times.
Therefore, the changes observed in lamb behavioural response may be also attributed to
experience and habituation. However, Napolitano et al. (1995) used different groups of various
ages and confirmed that older lambs display a higher activity when subjected to open field
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testing, possibly because they are less dependent on mothers, as also stated by Moberg and
Arnold (1974).
It is believed that the behavioural response of young ruminants to an open field test is induced
by a mix of motivations rather than by a single source of stimuli (Rushen, 2000; Vandenheede
et al., 1998). In particular, the locomotive activity of an animal in a novel situation is likely to be
the result of at least two tendencies, the need to locate resources such as cover and feed which in
very young animals are represented by the mother, and the tendency to freeze to avoid predators.
In these studies, ewe-reared subjects, displaying higher levels of ambulatory behaviour, possibly
expressed a higher motivation to rejoin the dam, whereas behavioural inhibition may be the
predominant response to fear in artificially reared lambs.
In artificially reared lambs kept in isolation and subjected to open field testing Moberg and
Wood (1982) observed a non-functional stereotyped behaviour that they called flank touch and
defined as ‘‘lamb reaching back and touching its flank with its muzzle’’. The authors argued that
in case of fear isolate lambs develop this self-directed behaviour in substitution of a behaviour
that would normally be directed towards their mothers: joining their dams and suckle.
The presence of a stimulus within the arena changes the response of the lambs to open field
testing as vocalizations and ambulatory behaviour tend to be inhibited (Moberg and Wood, 1982),
whereas animals spend more time in investigative activities reflecting their interest towards the
stimulus (Sevi et al., 2003). In particular, lambs reared artificially and in isolation from conspecifics
remain withdrawn even in presence of the stimulus and are slow to make contact. Conversely, ewereared subjects and early separated lambs reared with peers display prompt interest in it, the latter
also showing the longest time of contact (Moberg and Wood, 1982).
Although in some studies plasma cortisol response to isolation was not affected by rearing
conditions (Moberg and Wood, 1982; Napolitano et al., 2002a,b), other authors (Sevi et al., 1999;
Napolitano et al., 2003) observed a lower cortisol response in ewe-reared animals than in
artificially reared lambs. These results are not necessarily in contrast, as cortisol increase after
isolation is related to age. Younger animals, such as those used in the latter experiments, are still
largely dependent on mothers and maternal separation can determine a higher cortisol response
in these animals (Napolitano et al., 1995), whereas in older animals, such as those used in the
former experiments, a lower perception of stress may reduce differences between dam-suckled
and artificially reared lambs. In fact, the differences between ewe-reared and artificial reared
lambs were observed up to 10 days of age, whereas in tests performed from 14 days onward
lambs from different rearing groups exhibited similar adrenocortical responses.
3.3. Immune responses
The application of stressors and the consequent elevation of plasma cortisol concentrations
have been associated with a reduction in immune responsiveness (Munck et al., 1984), although
some studies rather showed a modulating effect of the hormone (Griffin, 1989).
A marked detrimental effect of maternal separation on various immune functions has been
reported in different species (Bonnette et al., 1990; Gwazdauskas et al., 1978). In sheep,
Napolitano et al. (1995) observed an altered humoral immune response as a consequence of early
separation. In particular, the animals separated from their mothers at 2 days of age showed the
lowest antibody titre to keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) when compared with the analogous
non-separated control group, whereas no differences were found between animals separated at a
later stage (15 and 28 days of age) and the corresponding control. These differences were evident
on both primary and secondary antibody responses, thus indicating a lasting immunosuppressive
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effect of premature separation. However, such a decreased response could not be attributed to a
reduced number of B cell because the lambs separated at 2 days and its control did not differ in
the number of B cells, as assessed by flow cytofluorometric analysis. The authors suggested that
their results could be due to a reduced level of cytokines stimulating B cell activity in animals
subjected to premature maternal deprivation.
In subsequent studies (Sevi et al., 1999; Napolitano et al., 2002b), artificial rearing of lambs
from 2 days of age onward determined a decreased in vivo cell mediated immune response to
phytohemagglutinin (PHA) in terms of reduced skin thickening.
These results indicate that a thorough control of the environmental hygiene is a basic need for
the application of artificial rearing. Although it was not the case in experimental studies, on-farm
empirical data indicate that artificially reared lambs display increased levels of mortality (up to
10–15% from 0 to 3 weeks of age) and gastrointestinal affections as a possible consequence of
inadequate management (low protection from temperature extremes, low environmental
cleanliness, high stocking density, inadequate milk substitute temperature, concentration and
availability, etc.) in relation to lamb reduced immuneresponsiveness (Coppinger et al., 1991;
Minton et al., 1992). In addition, artificial rearing could have detrimental effects on vaccination
programmes involving early separated lambs as a possible consequence of maternal deprivation
induced immune suppression (Napolitano et al., 1995).
3.4. Growth rate
Detrimental effects of artificial rearing on lamb growth have been reported by different
authors (Napolitano et al., 2002a; Sevi et al., 1999). However, neither Napolitano et al. (2002b)
nor Sevi et al. (2003) found differences in weight gain between artificially and ewe-reared lambs,
possibly because milk substitute was given ad libitum, thus allowing less abundant and more
frequent meals with consequent increased dry matter ingestion and nutrient digestibility.
In addition to feeding needs the mother–young relationship involves emotional interactions
that are essential for lamb postnatal activity. Lambs typically have a following behaviour
(Winfield and Kilgour, 1976) and, when reared without their mothers, display reduced active and
explorative behaviours as indicated by decreased ambulatory behaviour and activity in their time
budgets (Napolitano et al., 2003).
An early separation from the mother is also likely to affect the solid feed intake of unweaned
lambs. Napolitano et al. (2003) found that lambs reared with their mothers become accustomed to
solid feed more rapidly than artificially reared lambs, while Bechet et al. (1989) observed that the
mastication time of ewe-reared subjects at pasture (417 min/d) was 60% higher than in the
corresponding separated group (259 min/d).
4. Minimising the stress of artificial rearing
Many attempts have been made to reduce the detrimental effects of early separation from the
mother on lamb welfare. Some mainly focus on the emotional aspects related to maternal
deprivation, others aimed to reduce the nutritional impact of artificial rearing.
4.1. Reducing emotional stress
Sheep are gregarious by nature (Lynch et al., 1992) and lambs prematurely separated from
their dams try to compensate for the absence of maternal stimuli by higher levels of interaction
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with pen mates. In fact, artificially reared lambs develop high levels of social interactions with
pen mates, whereas ewe-reared lambs are less motivated in establishing new relationships with
them (Napolitano et al., 2003). In addition, artificially reared lambs tend to show more positive
social interactions with their pen mates (Zito et al., 1977; Napolitano et al., 2002a) and, when
subjected to a discrimination test between pen mates and alien lambs spend longer times with
their companions (Napolitano et al., 2003). Accordingly, Bechet et al. (1989) found that distances
between individuals during grazing were lower for artificially reared animals than for ewe-reared
lambs.
Lambs artificially reared in group display a significant modification of some behavioural
response to open field testing (e.g. a higher level of vocalization) as compared to subjects kept in
isolation (Moberg and Wood, 1982). Such differences may be attributed to the fact that, albeit
peer reared animals also experienced maternal deprivation, they could benefit from the presence
of the pen mates which may have contributed to the behavioural development of lambs.
Subjects exposed to open field testing in isolation emit more bleats than if tested with a social
partner (Porter et al., 1995). In addition, lower rates of bleating expressed by lambs while
subjected to open field testing as twin pairs compared to paired unfamiliar lambs suggest that
mutual knowledge and familiarity can alleviate the emotional stress associated with maternal
separation (Porter et al., 1995). The authors argued that although lambs under natural conditions
prefer the mother as social partner (Nowak, 1990), they frequently interact with peers and
congregate, often performing parallel locomotor playing, while the mother is involved in grazing
activities. Thus, interactions with age mates can either play a substitution role for maternal
contact in the case of naturally occurring periods of separation from dams or have positive effects
on the welfare of lambs subjected to artificial rearing. Therefore, rearing the young with their
peers should be recommended when maternal–neonatal bond is disrupted in order to provide the
lambs with social stimulation.
In order to assess the stress deriving from total maternal deprivation or poor maternal care,
after 24–30 h of colostrums feeding Napolitano et al. (2003) prevented a group of lambs from
suckling. Thus, these animals received any kind of maternal stimuli (tactile, visual, olfactory,
auditory) but not feeding which was provided by buckets. Conversely, another group was
removed from their mothers and did not receive any maternal stimuli. The absence of the
sucking stimulus, paired with the presence of the mother, prevented subjects to establish new
substitutive bonds with their pen mates, as observed in separated lambs. In addition, the former
group displayed reduced locomotion time, and higher latency time to move and cortisol levels
during the isolation tests, as compared to separated animals. The authors concluded that the
presence of mothers unable to fulfil lamb needs and expectations may be worse than no mothers
at all.
Recover from emotional stress may be facilitated by the administration of gentle contacts by
humans which may supply an additional social bond with subjects of a different animal species
(Boivin et al., 2000). In sheep, the establishment of social relationship with members of other
species has been previously observed (Cairns, 1966). Markowitz et al. (1998) showed that the
initial days after birth could be the best period to develop this relationship, as the establishment
of social preferences in lambs is very rapid (Nowak et al., 1990). As already reported, dam
reared lambs separated from their mothers vocalise frequently. However, Biovin et al. (1997)
showed that artificially reared lambs vocalise less in the presence of people than when alone.
This effect is more apparent if the stockman that raised the lambs is present than if an unknown
person is present. Recent studies (Tallet et al., 2006) showed that gentling per se increases
affinity of artificially reared lambs for people, whereas feeding paired with gentling does not
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induce any further improvement in this relationship. Based on these results the authors
hypothesised that lambs may be able to develop a form of attachment to the stockperson which is
independent from food provision. Biovin et al. (2001) found that gentling strongly encouraged
the lambs reared without the mother to interact with the shepherd, whereas it did not induce
affinity for humans in mothered lambs, thus confirming that the presence of the dam inhibits
further socialization in young animals. In addition, Caroprese et al. (2006) showed that early
separated animals may benefit, at least at immune level, from gentling treatment, thus reducing
the risk of disease.
4.2. Reducing nutritional stress
Artificial rearing techniques force the animals to a sudden change from maternal to
reconstituted milk and deprive young animals of the maternal stimuli which facilitate suckling.
Both factors may impair subsequent lamb performances. A stronger sucking response, a more
rapid acceptance of the artificial teat during the first 3 days following the separation of lambs
from their dams and a greater milk intake have been observed when lambs are fed ewe milk or a
mix of ewe milk and a commercial milk substitute, as compared with subjects fed only milk
substitute (Sevi et al., 1998, 1999). Although higher milk intakes led to faster growth in lambs
receiving mixed milk in comparison with animals fed only milk substitute, both groups showed
lower weight gains than those suckling from mothers, that benefited from maternal milk and
more frequent meals. In addition, during an open field test the animals subjected to a gradual
transition from maternal to reconstituted milk had a lower cortisol response in comparison to the
lambs which experienced both the physical (diet change and lower milk consumption) and
psychological stress (removal from their mothers). Lambs fed mixed milk also displayed an
improvement in the cellular immune response (increased delayed type hypersensitivity to
phytohemagglutinin) and in the behavioural response to open field test (reduced latency to move
and increased duration of movement). These findings were confirmed by a subsequent study
where dam-suckled lambs were compared to lambs separated from mothers but receiving either
ewe milk or a mix of ewe milk and a milk replacer (50:50) during the first week and then both
gradually moved (in 4 days) to a diet based only on milk substitute (Sevi et al., 2001). Both
treatments proved to be effective in partially sustaining lamb welfare, as no differences were
found in immune and endocrine responses and in growth between non-separated animals and test
lambs. However, the authors concluded that even a gradual transition to a milk substitute may
affect the behaviour of artificially reared lambs, as indicated by the reduced frequency of bleating
expressed in the open field test. Increased levels of vocalization are generally considered a sign of
stress (Alexander, 1977). However, in Sevi et al.’s study the low frequency of bleating was
interpreted in terms of a reduced motivation to join the conspecifics.
Other studies aiming to reduce the negative effects of artificial rearing proposed procedures
affecting both nutritional and emotional components of the stress associated with early
separation. In particular, Sevi et al. (2003) performed a gradual transition from ewe-rearing to
artificial rearing by separating lambs from their mothers during the daytime and rejoining them at
night. However, these animals showed more behavioural, endocrine and immune disturbances, as
well as a reduced weight gain, as compared to lambs subjected to sudden separation from the
dams, thus the authors concluded that this strategy is not suitable to sustain the welfare of
artificially reared subjects. Conversely, a delayed separation performed at 15 or 28 days of age
rather than at 2 days determined a lower cortisol response to isolation, a higher humoral immune
response and a higher growth rate (Napolitano et al., 1995).
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5. Effect of early weaning on lamb welfare
When lambs are, even temporarily, separated from mothers they show evident signs of stress
represented by increased levels of bleating and locomotion (Alexander, 1977). Both behaviours
are aimed at maintaining contact with the ewe and help the lambs in localising, finding and
identifying their mothers. Orgeur et al. (1998, 1999) observed that early weaning at 3 months of
age induced lambs to emit an increased number of high pitched bleats immediately after weaning
than before, and this increment was still evident 2 days after weaning. Increased vocalization and
cortisol levels (the latter only for the first 60 min) were also observed in lambs weaned at 7 weeks
(Mears and Brown, 1997), whereas no effect could be detected at any time after separation on bendorphin concentration. Accordingly, Rhind et al. (1998) found that weaning at 4 months of age
determined increased plasma cortisol concentrations, whereas no effect was observed on bendorphin, or on antibody, lymphocyte and interferon-g responses to keyhole limpet
haemocyanin. In this experiment a group of animals was immunised against ACTH. This
treatment suppressed the post-weaning increase in cortisol level, although no effect on antibody
response and interferon-g production was observed. The authors concluded that increased
cortisol levels induced by weaning do not affect the immune response of lambs. In another study,
the same age at weaning (4 months) had no significant effect on antibody production and
experimental parasite infestation of lambs (Shaw et al., 1995).
Growth rate can be inhibited by early weaning (21–77 days) as the animals are slow in adapting
to solid food consumption as a consequence of the physiological delay in ruminal development
(Langland and Donald, 1975). Thus, in the weeks following weaning at 45 days, weight gain can
drop due to a low consumption of grass and concentrate. The effect of weaning on growth is less
marked in lambs separated from their dams at 65 days of age (Caňeque et al., 2001).
6. Minimising the stress of early weaning
Orgeur et al. (1998) measured the consequences of a separation progressively increased from
2 to 23 h per day over a period of 12.5 weeks before weaning which was definitively performed at
15.5 weeks of age, as compared to abrupt weaning performed at the same final age. Both methods
allowed mutual communication through an open fence. The progressive weaning caused
significant increments of lamb vocalization during the periods of temporary separation from
mothers compared to non-separated lambs. At increasing time of separation, the vocal response
was more evident during the hour before reunion, thus indicating that the increased separation
was perceived by lambs as increasing discomfort. Bleating is a means of communication and can
be used by lambs to be localised and identified by the dams (Morgan et al., 1975). Although at 3
months (complete weaning) these animals displayed lower levels of distress in terms of vocal
activity, they suffered from the maternal separation several times and at an earlier age in
comparison with subjects abruptly weaned. As a consequence, they were likely to experience a
higher level of overall disturbance, as also indicated by an increased degree of parasite infestation
in terms of number of excreted coccidial oocysts (Orgeur et al., 1998).
In a subsequent study (Orgeur et al., 1999), experimental animals were all abruptly weaned
at 3 months. However, a group was maintained in visual and acoustic contact with their dams
through an open fence (partial separation), whereas the other was moved to another barn and
totally separated from mothers. Partial separation resulted in more pronounced signs of distress
in terms of vocalization which was expressed more frequently and for a longer period of time.
This result may be attributed to a possible frustration caused by the fact that lambs could
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receive various stimuli from mothers but could not reach them to satisfy their social and
nutritive needs.
Youssef et al. (1995) observed that lambs weaned at 3 months of age increased their bite rate,
grazing and rumination time when grazed in group with ewes, albeit unfamiliar, thus indicating
that the presence of experienced animals may positively affect their grazing performances and
reduce the detrimental effects of maternal separation.
Protein supplementation enhanced the development of immunity to haemonchosis in weaning
lambs of 4 months and reduced faecal worm egg counts (Shaw et al., 1995). Therefore, as also
observed for artificially reared subjects, the reduction of the nutritional stress associated to a
change in the diet of young animals may have beneficial effects on some indicators of welfare.
7. Effect of separation on ewe welfare
Repeated removal of lambs before the age of natural weaning (from 14 to 42 days of age)
determined a marked behavioural response in ewes. After separation dams spend more time
orientating and vocalising towards the lamb pen, standing with head raised and ears erect, and
moving as compared to control animals (Cockram et al., 1993). These results, along with the
decrease in times spent resting and ruminating while the lambs were absent, indicate that sheep
perceive the separation from their lambs as aversive even at day 24 of treatment. Further signs of
stress were limited to increased neutrophil concentration and decreased CD2 and T19 Tlymphocyte subpopulations. However, no effects of lamb removal was observed on either
cortisol and b-endorphin levels or humoral and cellular immune responses. Accordingly,
increased levels of vocalization after lamb removal were observed in ewes even if separation
was progressively augmented from 2 to 23 h per day over a period of 12.5 weeks before weaning
performed at 15.5 weeks of age (Orgeur et al., 1998). Orgeur et al. (1999) obtained similar
results in ewes partially or totally separated from their lambs with alteration in behavioural
responses and no effects at immune level. These authors also noticed that lambs seem to be more
sensitive than ewes to the stress of separation as they vocalised more and exhibited a lower
humoral immune response. They suggested that as the ewes were multiparous, they had already
experienced the separation several times. However, these results can also be explained on the
basis of the parental–offspring conflict theory, as mothers can rely on several offspring, whereas
the lamb can only count on one mother. In addition, the former is dependent on the latter, but not
vice versa.
Detrimental effects of separation have been detected on ewe behaviour and milk production
even if only one of the twin lambs is removed within 24–36 h after parturition (Deligeorgis and
Bizelis, 1998). In particular, separated ewes were observed standing more often, spent less time
resting and gave lower milk yields than non-separated animals.
8. Conclusion
Premature separation from mothers has clear and marked detrimental effects on various
functions of young animals, even in a precocial species such as sheep. Artificial rearing
determines negative effects at behavioural, endocrine and immune levels, whereas early weaning
performed at 3–4 months of age usually affects lamb behaviour only. Such findings are not
surprising as lambs acquire increasing independence with age. In addition, it can be hypothesised
that behavioural measurements are more sensitive for the detection of stressful conditions as
compared to other commonly used endocrine or immune indicators of welfare.
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Some methods aimed at alleviating the emotional (e.g. provision of substitutive social bonds)
and/or nutritional stress (e.g. gradual transition from maternal to reconstituted milk) associated
with the disruption of the mother–young relationship are able to improve, at least partially, lamb
post-separation performances. Conversely, different methods based on gradual or partial
separation from mothers are less effective in reducing the impact of both artificial rearing and
early weaning, and in some cases their effects can be even worse than those caused by abrupt
separation. In fact, the lambs are either forced to experience several times maternal deprivation or
frustrated in reaching full contact with their mothers which exacerbate the negative effects of
separation. Natural weaning is a gradual process involving complex mechanisms of mutual
communication between ewes and their offspring which leads to minimal separation stress.
However, such mechanisms are not activated before the age of natural weaning. Thus, at an early
age animals perceive these farming or experimental practices as noxious.
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